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ABSTRACT 
Purpose 
Smart industries (AI, IOT, Big data) have long been serving many manufacturing departments, IT, Space, 
supply-chain and many other data-driven forums for years. However, the effective utilization of smart 
industries or what we call about advanced artificial intelligence has served the HR departments of the 
organizations with minimal usage. Most of the organizations do not have specific capacities, or they don't 
have to maintain them likewise. This study attempted to project the final statement of organizational 
commitments or expectations they perceive while keeping in mind the smart industries. 
Methodology/Approach  
The study was inductive/qualitative in nature; to gain in-depth information about the phenomenon, 
interviews were conducted. About eleven participants were finalized for interviews.  The study participants 
were selected by purposeful convenience sampling and interviews were conducted with some HR directors, 
Construction managers and the other senior figures at the renewed organizations to explore the cultural 
challenges from a wide range of industry divergence. 
Findings  
The study suggests that as organizations were intended only to adopt smart industry applications according 
to their capacity (financial and talent pool). Only some extents of smart industries have been incorporated 
with the relevant people analytics in each corresponding department within those organizations. In addition, 
this study has its role in literature by inducing and combing strategic Talent acquisitions and smart industries 
with the considerate role of artificial intelligence (AI). 
Practical implications  
This study revealed that still there is a dire need for a [procedural evolution of talent management practice 
and to overcome its implementation blockage. Industrial revolution 4.0 can be utilized for contemporary 
talent management and it will lead the organizations towards a more dynamic, acknowledged system 
thinking orientations for the industries in the long run. 
Originality/Value  
Unpredicted change and impact brought by Industrial revolution 4.0 have been discussed in this article as 
an attempt to provide in-depth insights. The attempt has been made to link industry 40 with the talent 
management and talent acquisition practices by the organizations. So that the industries and organizations 
might trigger their characteristics to keep up with the rapid rate of technological advancements. 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Smart Industries, Industrial Revolution 4.0, Talent Management, 
Strategic Talent Acquisition, People Analytics 
 

1. Introduction 

Some surprising perceptions are still occupying the phase of ambivalence while choosing 
to adopt artificial intelligence with all its corresponding features for the human long run. 
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Industrial revolution 4.0 is a promising concept when it takes into account and serves with 
humans. Yet, rapid industrial revolutions have been brought about by the state of 
ambivalence for decades. The 20th century dealt with a parallel race of technological 
advancements and education (Goldin C. a., 2009). Fax-writers were invented until the 
end of the 18th century. Yet, due to the slow transmission of technology throughout the 
globe, it took time to replace handwritten office tasks until the start of the 20th-century era 
(Cappelli & Keller, 2014) 

Once, it was an era when the 3rd industrial revolution came into existence the use of 
computers. Personal computer systems were introduced to the world as an error 
reduction and rapid control system technology. It was the time when the first computer 
was designed in the 1960s. The computer era of the industrial revolution also gained 
importance because of the introduction of e-commerce and internet connections that 
proved the system effective (Bidwell & Keller, 2014) 

It is also considered an era when there was a workforce shift, and organizations moved 
towards knowledge-based workers rather than skill-based (Bidwell & Keller, 2014)Here 
occurred the most significant shift paradigm of the workforce in the life of organizational 
history. It is often regarded as the era when machines created insecurity in people's minds 
regarding their jobs (Presbitero, 2019) 

Yet the introduction of industrial revolution 4.0 is the time when there exists a 
misconception that machines will again reject people presence. Still, the fact is machines 
will effectively complete all the tasks supervised and decided by human labor. Industrial 
Revolution 4.0 can also be termed as a balanced mix of humans and machines. 

The identification of critical talent is the most crucial role of any talent management 
approach. In today's global information economy, companies with technical skills are 
more likely to achieve long-term competitive advantage. Specialists can’t just appear out 
of nowhere, it takes a long time to acquire or hunt such talents. However, because lateral 
hiring is so inexpensive, it becomes even less enticing. It does, however, make sense to 
hire from outside the company to assist satisfy more predictable needs. Despite this, HR 
is increasingly emphasizing in-house talent development, particularly the idea that key 
positions could have an impact has also encouraged this shift in focus. More emphasis 
was placed on competitiveness and differentiation than on individual high achievers, as 
was the case previously, however with the advent of technologies in every day field, 
revolutionary measures have  not only triggered the organization’s supply chain, 
management but also the human resource department. Artificial intelligence has gained 
a sense of vast deployment at certain economic and organizational levels. Till now rapid 
emergence of a phenomenon has deep-rooted its significance. Computer-based 
technology models have imposed their marked criteria and importance in the field related 
to behavioral and construction sciences (Presbitero, 2019)HR analytics or artificial 
intelligence have been introduced to many organizations. 

Machines have long been working under human control, to reduce human error and as a 
friendly relationship between minds and machines. To date, behavioral sciences have 
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implied their stronger bonds with the central concept of artificial intelligence, but now it 
has been generally believed that these minds versus machine era will correspond directly 
into the management body of organizations. However, certain challenges are to be faced 
by the employee and employer at each organizational level that is fairness while 
treatment, HR-related complexities that could not solely depend on machines, the related 
litigation and ethical frameworks under which machines will serve to t h e  organization 
concerning data- based algorithms (Kretschmer & Khashabi, 2020; Tambe et al., 
2019).Smart industries or the emergence of concepts is not only a broad vision but the 
future now belongs to it.. Concerning expanding workforce diversity, inclusion and the 
increased global mobility, several transformable changes have abruptly challenged the 
business environment and triggered to overview the skill set brought by the industrial 
revolution 4.0. This rapid trend has somehow also evacuated a storm for the practice and 
theory related to talent management, talent acquisition and the Strategic Human resource 
management setup .(Shrestha et al., 2019; Strohmeier, 2009)argued that the point where 
such several factors are combined, results in the constant challenging and a divergent 
complex environment for the companies where they need to update themselves by aiming 
to retain the key talent in the long run to achieve competitive advantage (Ghobakhloo et 
al., 2021). By dwelling deep into the literature it can be concluded that to leverage the 
strategic human resource management and the human resource capital, organizations 
have to proactively acquire suitable talent, deploy the employees having the perfect skill 
set and the Ksao's needs to be aligned with the firms strategic goals to sustain through 
the rapidly changing environment. (Kretschmer & Khashabi, 2020; Tambe et al., 2019) 

Industrial revolution 4.0 with the combination of perceived artificial intelligence have 
served many other fields, manufacturing, robotics, IT, space-related technologies. But 
this concept has a limited link to the people analytics within any organization. A graphical 
representation of the data has been reported in this article regarding the previous 
literature relevant to organizations’ core competencies and processes. The data is 
comprised of the most cited and relevant articles based on the last twenty years ranging 
from 2001-2021 extracted from the Web of Sciences. Here we have graphically presented 
the data by using a VOS viewer to gain an idea about previous researches and the results 
were significantly less in contrast to other fields. 
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Figure 1 Graphical Representation of theme (Industrial Revolution 4.0 and TM) 

Multiple organizations have extensively utilized the adoption of artificial intelligence but 
are mostly limited to achieving the technically administrated milestones as well as 
strategic intervening atmosphere within the workplace (Whysall et al., 2019a) (Kovach, 
2002: Strohmeier, 2009: Marler, 2015). By looking at the literature it could be observed 
that most of the techniques related to smart industries (IoT, AI) are linked to 
manufacturing, machine guides or for the very highly complex machinery used under 
critical frames, literature support lacks the use of artificial intelligence concerning HR 
professional, practices regarding talent acquisition and the like that could serve as a 
human-friendly approach at the workplace, the same gap has also been discussed in 
previous researches (Adeosun & OHIANI, 2020; Amankwah-Amoah, 2018; García 
Manjón, 2020)According to Bayraktar and Ataç (2018), Industry 4.0 will have an impact 
on the company by eliminating some professions, generating new employment, and 
changing the way businesses operate (Ghobakhloo et al., 2021). 

Acquiring the necessary abilities, and building new managerial structures 
comprehension, as well as rules and regulations. The World Economic Forum (2019) , on 
the other hand, is a non-profit organization. Outlined the most important talents for the 
industry. In addition to establishing new leadership competencies, such as the capacity 
to embrace ambiguity and communicate the related risks and uncertainties to the 
workforce, organizations must combine operational efficiency with innovation (Pillai et al., 
2021; Verma et al., 2020). Management, technology, integration, and people are all 
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important considerations. Managerial abilities, as well as the use of analytic techniques, 
the incorporation of technology into the workplace improving the employee experience, 
and establishing and developing measures for valuing human capital, fostering an agile 
and individualized learning culture, etc. and Embedding diversity and inclusion across the 
organization. (Al Amiri, 2021; Berkah & Sawarjuwono, 2019; Sivathanu & Pillai, 
2018)determined that developing technologies, such as The Internet of Things, big data, 
and artificial intelligence will automate the vast majority of human resource operations 
and procedures. Human resource departments will take on a more strategic role in the 
competitiveness of the organization As a result, the managers must use suitable 
management techniques and innovative abilities in order to survive and thrive within the 
organization Industry 4.0 (Pillai et al., 2021; Rana & Sharma, 2019). 

(Ahmi et al., 2019; Whysall et al., 2019b) advocated for altering the 

The integration of talent management theory and practice is aimed at achieving an 
approach that is more dynamic and systems-thinking in nature, recognizing the 
interconnected nature of diverse system Activities relating to talent management to our 
knowledge, very limited literature is present about the combined relationship between 
advanced artificial intelligence, absorption of smart industries (industry 4.0) and talent 
acquisitions. The current study aims to establish the link between these missing 
phenomena and also by linking it together with people analytics that is directly linked to 
the HR department of every organization by extending literature. 

2. Methodology 

The inductive qualitative design has been employed by the current study. According to 
the nature of the phenomenon and its growth with relevance to organizational practices, 
it was found as the most appropriate method to conduct the study. The exploratory nature 
of research is quite different from the confirmatory research technique as it initiates 
without any hypothesis being proposed. This type of research requires the grounding of 
the whole concept where an attempt to build a theory is at the target rather than to test 
this. 

In the current study same qualitative approach is used for the collection of data regarding 
a central phenomenon as there exists a lack of a theory based on proposed concepts, 
especially when we talk about industry 4.0, artificial intelligence or their use in 
organizations for people. By observing the lack in the existing literature and the theory 
addressing the talent acquisition and talent management challenges of industry 4.0, an 
inductive approach was adopted considering it more suitable to get new insight into data.  
Semi-structured interviews were the basis of the study. In this type of interview, the 
researcher has a set of concept-based questions that are extracted from the literature. 
Such types of interviews have greater insights to gain the hidden and in-depth piece of 
information that a researcher might lack and miss while using other kinds of research 
methods as interviews are considered as one of the most flexible tools to collect and 
discover new antecedents. 
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A purposeful convenience sampling technique was used to gather the responses from 
the participants as per criteria determined by (Patton, (2002). Purposive sampling 
technique was used due to a reasonably plausible to target the specific population that 
may be termed as a genre of experienced professionals who were from the industry sector 
utilizing artificial intelligence for talent acquisition and talent management. Furthermore, 
the study had already selected the following criteria for the participants who were 
considered as study respondents: 

The person must be from the higher hierarchy levels. 

Must be an employee from that organization who have adopted at least some minor 
intelligence of machines in routine tasks. 

Must be a professional in his/her field and also has observed the technological 
emergence and obsolete practices in the organization technological policies. 

Participants 

In-depth interviews were conducted with a range of senior figures and representatives of 
leading industries (national and international enterprises). Public sector organizations 
were not part of the study as the policies and technological changes under such 
organizations require time to be implemented as compared to private sectors. 
Furthermore, at the end 11 interviews that were comprised of proper attentive responses 
and which were most aligned to the research phenomenon were finalized for further 
interpretation. The purpose to conduct further interviews was the saturation biases where 
the researcher has to face redundancy (repetition of concepts and ideas). 

Procedure 

Face to face Interviews that were initially guided on the main concepts extracted from 

literature and were conducted at the places decided by interviews. Semi-structured 

interviews were designed to explore the current challenges experienced concerning talent 

acquisition, management and the identification of useful industry 4.0 features. The 

interviews format and schedule were constructed by the authors and reviewed by the 

subject experts for making the most suitable adjustments to the questions. Interviews 

lasted about 35-45 minutes in total and were properly audio recorded. Respondents were 

from different private and multinational organizational backgrounds and diversity of 

professions proposed a more general but wide scenario to the phenomenon under 

exploration thus inducing the generalization of the same concept in the same cultural 

constraints (Anthony Arundel, 2019). 

As the study projected an inductive approach to be used for research interviews were 

recorded along with the short notes to gain in-depth of the idea and the better linkages 

and perspective that professionals assume and link to the central phenomenon under 

study. After audio recordings interviews were transcribed verbatim and interpreted 

according to the understanding. Some questions have to be asked by the researcher 
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himself from the respondents to initiate the data-driven approach and to gain in-depth 

knowledge (Sayrs, 1998)To acquire detailed insights from the respondent's researcher 

has to initiate the examples and practices that are being practiced by certain 

organizational management, as in the current case some insights from the developed 

world countries and some re-known higher mark-up firms were discussed along with their 

practices and their approaches for inclusion of artificial inelegance concepts related to 

talent management and acquisition strategies. 

Analysis 

Recordings were attentively transcribed and the data-driven was then analyzed by using 
(Miles and Huberman’s 1994) framework which is used for the qualitative data analysis, 
data reduction display and verifying conclusions. 

By sticking to consistency required for inductive approach, the initial interview material 
were read at first, proving appropriate attention to each sentence, meaning and concept 
thus by inducing them into codes with correspondence to concepts being collected. As 
the transcribing step for data interpretation arrives the first step is to categorize the raw 
data. And as per the interview approach this consists of two main steps open coding 
and axial coding. Open coding is termed as the technique which un-blocks the raw 
data into more categorized forms according to age gender, population assembly lines and 
thus defining the concepts (Corbin, 2018). 

After this step interview data and material that were obtained after conducting interviews 

were thoroughly studied and thus transcribing the themes and links obtained from the 

interaction talks. By viewing the initial interview guide themes were linked to the actual 

themes that were obtained from the respondents. As far, initial themes were spotted, then 

the main task was to classify them according to the most relevant suiting categories. In 

this approach researcher who has some initial grip on the phenomenon reads the 

responses and themes, after which the researcher tried to assimilate or combine the 

themes that are closely relevant to each other in the same category. The process is widely 

termed axial coding (i.e. the second step of the grounded theory approach) in which the 

initial themes extracted from the responses are cross-matched and then intermingled to 

each other as well (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Further, these themes obtained from axial 

coding are utilized where the study extracts are reported. Results are reported, based on 

the themes derived and evolved from the data shared by respondents. The second stage 

of analysis involves the identification of the theme relationships both vertically and 

horizontally to acquire more data insight relationships. Conclusions were verified by the 

co-authors after the independent sense checking.   
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3. Findings 

One of the overreaching themes of interviews emerged as the basic gap between the 
current practices and the significant capability of the employees along with rapid evolving 
environmental transitions. The senior figures and the HR specialists who were 
interviewed emphasized a better coherent approach which may act as a more effective 
approach to developing the talent and the role of industry 4.0 in talent acquisition as they 
feel a gap between the practice and the emerging role of industry 4.0. 

If you have a closer look at the smart industries or industrial revolution stages you could 
have an insight that the time regarding these revolutions is getting closer and short. It was 
about 3centuries ago when industrial revolution 1.0 was introduced to the world while we 
have moved forward to 3 more industrial revolutions by incorporating our shifts towards 
each of them. 

So far industrial revolution 4.0 has served the manufacturing sector the most. Internet of 
things (IoT) has other remarkable features that have served globally. Internet of things is 
termed as the systems that do not require computer to computer or computer to human 
interactions. They operate according to the transplanted technology likewise (Saling & 
Do, 2020; Schaarschmidt et al., 2021; Tay et al., 2021) 

While Big-HR Data is another approach that has been emerging rapidly in the themes 
under observation by practitioners and researchers. AI does not belong to the future 
anymore, it has deep-rooted itself in each organization according to the adaptive capacity 
of operations and workforce requisites in that organization (Autor et al., 2003; Ustundag 
& Cevikcan, 2018)Artificial intelligence is a minor part of industrial revolution 4.0 can be 
observed in several organizations limited to many contexts. It has administrative usage 
in compliance with security, a personal record for employees etc.(Sang et al., 2020) 

Firstly general discussion about the implications of artificial intelligence and the extent 
to which industrial revolution 4.0 can be adopted in the organizational culture of 
developing countries: 

One of the expert heading the construction projects at the area expressed: 

"It depends upon the structure and culture of organization and country in which firm is 
operating. 

We here working under the requisites of industrial revolution 3.0 cannot hope to attain 
and implement industrial revolution 4.0 with its complete pros and cons. Organizations 
have the adaptive capacity how long and up to what extent they could fetch the usable 
features of industry 4.0. Like here in our construction firm we don't have the technological 
advancement extracted from smart industries 4.0 that may decide and run the 
construction material and costs itself required for a project but this requires major human 
interaction. However, we have adapted some features of artificial intelligence like voice 
recognition and chip card "swipe" door opening systems, image scanner attendance 
system" 

One more expert added: 
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"It is not a future anymore, it is the event that has occurred. In the war of technologies, 
we have to decide where we should stand and for the particular stand we have to strive 
according to the extent of adoption of smart industries." 

Furthermore, there were some contradictory remarks about the central phenomenon. 
Some of the experts showed a sense of uncertainty when they were asked to express 
their insecurities or support related to smart industries or some advancements in a system 
that are artificially intelligent and helping human labor. 

"I don't see the implementation of complete practices of industry 4.0 or more advanced 
practices of artificial intelligence as I don't see the talent arising for that, we don't have 
enough potential in our systems. I have a very short list of candidates who are having 
technical skills. Our institutes are mass-producing robots enriched only with the education 
they have an absent sense of creativity, technological skills and expertise that are the 
deep root of the concept we call artificial intelligence. 

However the rapid advancements in technology sometimes also hinder the rapid 
emergence of technical labor and skills in the mindset of the people. Especially the people 
who are part of the ongoing educational system cannot rapidly transform and shift 
themselves to more advancements that are taking place at every hour almost in the field 
of technology. 

We don't know how to train employees following the pros and cons served by smart 
industries. We can't answer employees How to handle the machines' they had never used 
before obviously, we have to acquire talent for that and for this purpose we have to strive 
hard to learn competitors learning and hiring policies. This is the concept that industries 
will look forward which we term as talent acquisition. (Senior Respondent) 

"Our educational system is one of the greatest challenges while incorporating the concept, 
as we see out institute's main focus is on their academics instead of institutional learning. 
This system is a bit un-flexible to change its curriculum. As we see the rapid 
advancements in technology as compared to educational systems. How can we hire 
those students passed out from schools to our organisation which is already running in 
the race of industrial revolutions? That's the difference which exists, this the point where 
it becomes a mismatch between the organisation and educational graduates." 

Theme 1: People Analytics and Assistance of Employees: 

In the case of HR, organisations have huge amounts of talent or people-related data (e.g., 
skills, performance ratings, age, tenure, safety record, sales performance, educational 
background, manager, prior roles, etc.) which can be used to better understand the 
organisation's current composition, performance, and risk to improve the development of 
employees, products, and services. Big Data in HR sets to evaluate and improve 
practices including talent acquisition, development, retention, and overall organisational 
performance. This involves integrating and analysing internal metrics, external 
benchmarks, social media data, and government data to deliver a more informed solution 
to the business problem facing your organisation. 
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HR analytics or people analytics provide insight to the organisations to manage 
employees. It not only targets the gathering of employee data but also has an approach 
how to effectively manage those employees other than routine tasks. It also includes the 
detailed information of balanced compensation pay plans, the number of trained, 
employees who need specific technical training, a list of employees with sustainable 
competencies, total attrition in the coming future of an organisation that may be required 
and compliance reporting etc. It includes certain biases and error-free tasks thus 
providing ease to the HR heads within any organisation (Whysall et al., 2019a). The level 
to which this system will be efficiently running in any organisation means the organisation 
is efficiently dealing with Big-HR data thus having the technical advantage as well. 

One of the experienced participants who had served multiple multi-national companies 
globally and now was engaged to manage the security measures of the organisational 
state adhered and shared system ease to hold and maintain the data as: 

"Artificial intelligence has helped the firms to keep a record of employee activities and to 
track the punctuality to their jobs that allow us to track the potential employees" 

HR-tech or people analytics has to deal with a lot of data related to people that the HR 
department has to record and maintain. It requires a lot of potential software and 
outstanding abilities to encounter and handle the data. 

Theme 2: Strategic Talent Acquisition 

The speedy emergence of technological changes brought by Industry 4.0 had caused a 
remarkable gap between the existing capability and competency of employees and the 
rapidly evolving requirements for the roles, prompting a need to consider new and more 
effective approaches to talent development. Middle managers are increasingly 
recognised as overlooked critical talent within this context of unprecedented change, 
given their essential role in change management. In addition, whilst lateral hiring remains 
a common talent management practice, in the case of Industry 4.0, this equates to fighting 
a war for talent that does not exist. 

Still, organisations and managers need to understand the possible depressing outcomes 
that may be faced by industries and people who will go out for those jobs that require the 
rapid intervention of expertise on daily basis. Because two of the major factors that are 
vital for deciding the fate of organisations in this rapid global world, one is the quality of 
employees they are having and the other is the talent management in that pipeline 
(Vinichenko et al., 2019; Whysall et al., 2019) 

One of the other respondents associated human part in combination with smart industries 
in the HR part of the organisation for perceived effectiveness: 

Human interaction is needed as far as it is the matter to deal with humans.AI has 
incorporated many technological and system advancements in the era, but most 
advantageous cakes were served towards technological advancements. Developed world 
countries have met with the other useful transcription by smart industries but that also 
requires the preplanned advancement in overall technology and organisation structure. 
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Here as an HR professional, I can only ensure the extent up to which smart industries can 
play their role, this includes to modernise the documents among employees if an 
assignment has been divided among employees likewise the information detection added 
in chunks and pieces like some software plays an integral part to track the changes i.e. 
QiQi 

Another respondent linked the approach of Artificial intelligence for talent management, 
he stated as: 

We have to implement practices revolving around industrial revolution 4.0 to minimise the 
error biases and more effectively could bring task completion in a short duration under 
human supervision and decision. But we first have to identify the potential employees 
serving any organisation, and thus I had to plan how to acquire that potential employee. 
I have to reach a potential employee serving others to help under my supervision. I have 
to cancel my competitor's competitive advantage and transform that into my sustainable 
organisational competency. That's what we do; that's how we acquire talent (Hi-Tech 
Professional) (one other respondent). 

"Recruitment of employees via smart technologies would not be a practical and fair idea. 
Maybe the organisations project themselves to explore a tool to automatically select the 
right individual against desired job description automatically. However, the authenticity of 
the candidate's data will fill up at the pre-requisites of job Performa is still ambiguous. 
Even to human intellect is required to hunt the talent that any smart system will lack to 
extract the "true potential candidate" for hire. Smart systems can be used to manage the 
talents regarding each succession plan within an organisation, but they cannot hire an 
employee, and even the organisation could not pursue a state of risk while hiring that 
system driven 

One of the HR experts added: 

"It’s one of mine candid and genuine approaches that I will never go to a system 
evaluation report for the hiring of a candidate. I will not call a candidate and tell him that 
my system has picked you up for a vacant position at my organisation. But yes, I will 
surely use AI system for talent hunt or talent acquisition by looking at the score of the 
candidate, I will approach a potential employee to serve my organisation." 

Theme 3: Training and Developmental needs along with succession planning 

Attrition of already existing employees and the planning to new skilled employees is a 
task that requires the intuitive expertise of any HR professional. Succession planning 
means you have compiled data of highly suitable employees that may take higher rank 
positions if the organisations have a state of brain0 drain or lose an employee already 
working at those positions. 

Another respondent expressed his views as: 

There will be a transfer in employee capabilities. As the basic knowledge along with 
experiences performed be obsolete with the advent of smart technologies at work. New 
employee hiring will be performed based on skills and technical expertise. An era where 
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your skills will have more weight-age than your qualification will arrive. Then we could 
have the record and trend performance of employees working under us and additionally 
we could have a long-run pool of potential employees who could further be promoted if 
we have a state brain-drain ever. 

We would have to analyse those people who could absorb new learning and train those 
potential employees with day-new technological arrivals if we intend to practice artificial 

Intelligence in HR”. 

Some of the experts' related smart industries for the perdition required at succession 
planning: 

“If we wish to practice AI at workplace today related to our HR sector working under firms, 
we could have an advantage related to succession planning. The concept is just coded 
in a company's books, but the major portion of the industry lacks the implementation. By 
smart technologies, we could have a look at the documentation by systems and could 
propose a person for the relevant rank in a crisis of management collapse”. 

Theme 4: Pivotal Talent hirings an interplay with middle management: 

Several interviewees spotted the lack of such organisational culture which may contribute 
to empower or re-generate the potential development capabilities among their already 
existing middle management. As talent development usually focuses more on the 
emerging talent instead to invest in the middle managers within an organisation here lies 
the gap, when a clash between the middle management population and the newly hired 
talent arises. The discrepancies become the liabilities to pay. This practice by several 
renowned organisations has given rise to middle management's neglected opportunity for 
the organisations. Thus, the potential contribution and deficient development of 
organisational structure become immensely confused to lead. Here it is explained by the 
viewpoint of the Head of Learning and Development department of the prestigious 
international organisation: 

A point comes when the companies have to make new hires, and they deliberately hire. 
Then there comes a time when you have the potential and experienced group of smart 
employees at your company who have served you for decades. At the other end, you hold 
the new emerging and enthusiastic generation that may also help you with their zeal and 
zest. And perhaps they may also contribute to the potential terms going to leapfrog above 
the experienced ones. Here is your choice and decision, how will you make sure that 
which option will bring you more fruits, which to pick and whom to drop, a particular risk 
they we all come across throughout our employable life. Once you have to think that the 
experienced people, will they be vigilant enough to rethink and retrain. There is a layer in 
the organisations that should not be missed out on, they are your assets to save and hold 
you probably have to safeguard and engage the “old guard generation”. 

There is always something to educate the old guard as well as the new guard. You have 
to teach the new generation, but you have to mentor the older population as well. The 
mentoring will lead them to become the coaches of the newcomers after some time. This 
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is how the efficient organisational structure works by engaging the middle and older 
management which will serve as the frontline of the organisation by coming forth. 

Here the research identifies a new perspective and a perception regarding the middle 
management and the entitled workers who are serving the organisations for years. The 
older workers have a very coherent place in the talent development systems for the 
newbies so that they may practice accordingly to the organisational nature. One of the 
HR Director added: 

“If you have a person with 15 or 20 years’ experience at your company, the company may 
persuade better to retain him at any cost as it will be more helpful for the company to 
retain such employees who are now going to be the integral loss of the company if they 
leave. 

He further added: 

The company may better practice to entail such talents and experienced people in the 
company’s talent management and development procedural guide, yet there is always a 
risk that the middle management will be more observed as a hindrance and an entity 
which will be more resistant to change. The cross-functional mobility will allow the 
organisations to restructure and re-engineer the old practices and the more welcoming 
behaviour to the newbies and the emerging talent rather than to perceive them as a 
potential threat to the already working middle management. It will also change the 
mindset of the experienced employees who have been serving organisations for 20-30 
years because it leads them to the point where such employees feel that the only thing 
which is now integral for the company is coming through their experience and capability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Themes extracted from Interview Data 
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4. Discussion 

The findings suggest that there is a need to enable organisations to potentially perform 
well and competitively in the rapidly changing landscape globally. Along with the diverse 
technological changes and shifts which are brought about by the smart industries Industry 
4.0 and thus the significant changes within the whole talent management practices and 
procedures. While the gap lies between the requirements and the implementations of 
industry 4.0, as the organisations are yet unable to completely endure the equipped 
industry 4.0 progressions for talent acquisitions and talent management. The industry 
finds itself, a significant amount of skill shortage and prosperous capability gaps which 
may threaten the limited industry growth. The gaps are diverse and variant yet they have 
entangled in the whole streamline of industry practice and corresponding implementation. 
Furthermore, there are some key implications for the corresponding strategic talent 
management theory, regarding the identification of the pivotal talent placements within 
the organisations. 

The current study's findings corroborate Makarius and Srinivasan's argument that the 
level of risk, uncertainty, and variability in today's labour market necessitates a new 
approach to talent development and management, as well as the TSCM model's potential 
utility. This has ramifications across the talent management spectrum, from skill supply 
to aquire talent, overall talent management and developemnt, capability enhancement, 
career mobility, talent hunt and talent advancement along with the dimensions of 
succession planning.The efficiency of capability development is improved in a supply 
chain approach by prioritising development activities based on an accurate assessment 
of talent development needs. Currently, about 9-11% of companies believe they have a 
clear knowledge of which talent dimensions drive performance in their organizations, 
according to reports (Deloitte, 2017). As a result, development becomes inefficient, and 
the likelihood of a positive return on investment decreases. Because of the skills gap, 
mid-sized manufacturers are expected to lose more than 11% of their yearly earnings, or 
$4.6 million per year (Accenture, 2014). Haskel et al. (2005) also found that the skills gap 
(including hard and soft skills) accounts for 3–10% of the productivity gap between the 
most and least productive manufacturing enterprises. Instead, development should be 
more tightly linked to the skills needed to fulfil longer-term strategic goals. 

Some of the key implications of the strategic management theory revolve particularly 
around the pivotal talent positions and the interplay with the middle management faced 
by many organisations. Apart from the middle managers, line managers and the 
corresponding employees at the management positions must also be fully engaged and 
should actively strive for coherent talent acquisition, retention and talent management, to 
better smoothen the overall talent management process throughout the organisational 
human resource structure. Finally, in return, the companies must reward their employees 
who act as a catalyst for the organisations to acquire efficient talent management 
processes and bringing the organisations in line to the strategic adoption of the industrial 
revolution in human capital. 
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Figure 3Graphical Representation of 

theme (Industrial Revolution 4.0 and 

TM) 

Additionally, this study also targets to highlight the urgency for the evolution of talent 
management theory as well as the interrelated practice for the organisations leading them 
towards a more diverse and system thinking orientation margins. This also includes the 
overall activities and attributes of the talent management process and then throughout 
the management of talent populations across their employment life cycle. Employers 
should also gain a lead by identifying the new and smart approaches to eradicate or 
minimise the close skill gaps that critically impact the overall effectiveness of practice 
measures. For this purpose TSCM, a model was proposed by Makarius and Srinivasan 
2017, in which they incorporated supply chain management with the implementable tools 
of talent development to enable organisations for a more realistic approach to 
management talent by adopting industrial revolution features. 

On a lighter note, the middle managers of the organisational hierarchy are found to be 
increasingly critical concerning the competitive advantage within the global organisational 
profiles. However, the significant roles and responsibility of the middle managers within 
the organisations cannot be for granted wither, as they are the most integral entity within 
any organisational structure that may play a very responsible and effective role for 
organisational change, cyber-physical revolutions and implements, employee 
engagement and efficiency and the development of new talent. 

5. Conclusion 

Social sciences like bio-chemical sciences, the same way organisations like industries 
are getting quantified and numeric. Like chemical industries are dealing with attainment 
of certain process, organisations are now on the steps closer to identify   certain gaps 
that should not stay sustainable for their repute. People analytics is the most crucial task 
for any organisation that is dealing with the extent to capabilities of human beings at the 
workplace apart from their physical presence and output. This study was an attempt to 
identify the corresponding tactics and tools which artificial intelligence or the minor 
concept of industry 4.0 could have on the lives of the people at organisational level. 

Over the past decade, there has been a tendency for firms to respond to rapidly changing 
resource demands by “poaching” readymade talent from competitors in order to address 
immediate talent needs. 

That the amount of risk, uncertainty, and unpredictability in today's labour market 
necessitates a novel approach to talent development and management, and that the 
potential benefit of the TSCM model can be demonstrated. As a result, the whole 
spectrum of talent management operations, from the supply of skills to talent acquisition, 
capability development, management development, talent mobility and career 
advancement, and succession planning, would be affected. The present study's 
identification of a growing need for new engineering competences on top of an existing 
technical skills deficit highlights the need for more influence and collaboration among 
engineering employers, end customers, and those that feed the talent supply chain. 
Middle management has also been generally disregarded as a talent group, despite the 
fact that they offer enormous strategic value and the potential for performance distinction 
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in this environment, owing to the crucial role they play in successful change management 
and the development of others. This highlights the need of challenging the biases and 
heuristics that may be used to guide the identification of talent. The truth is that this is 
congruent with the views of prior authors who have claimed that, in actuality, "instincts, 
informed preferences, and prejudices of important stakeholders frequently overly impact 
talent judgments.). The present rate of change brought about by Industry 4.0 has resulted 
in a scenario in which technology is outpacing individuals' and organisations' ability to 
adapt, and it is expected that this situation will only worsen as time goes on, according to 
experts. Consequently, in order to accomplish any significant improvement of talent 
pipelines, it is possible that more revolution than evolution in talent management 
approaches would be necessary.This study is among the few studies, which attempted 
to explore the relevant importance of industrial revolution 4.0 and its contemporary links 
with the human resource and talent management practices within the organziation. This 
study has also contributed to unveil the potential orgazniatonal interface   regarding more 
dynamic and systematic approached to hunt talent. By keeping in mind the major four 
themes identified from the view point of participants organisational higher autonomous 
bodies could have the implications of smart industries elated to the capacity they 
adhere. This study has addressed several viewpoints of high HR-Professionals and 
experienced employees that have observed many technological changes in originations. 
Most of them were in the desire their organisations should enhance their people related 
technologies and systems should be human friendly yet supervised by human command. 

However there are certain limitations to the study that may be a call for future direction. 
This study was qualitative in nature and the cultural practices are the rigid in the 
geographical area where the study was projected. Therefore, these themes extracted 
may only apply to limited extent of absorptive capacity to smart industries 4.0.Furthermore 
the study was intended to gain the in-depth knowledge of the central phenomenon future 
studies may now test the link between these themes and related variables to extend the 
related literature fields in terms of quantitative data. 
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